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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: Intel® Core™2 Quad Processor Q6600

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 9800 GT

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space
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the evil woman sorta turned me on in a weird way. deliberately died for the thrill. for this reason i rate this game 9.5\/10. i'm
impresed by this production.
sounds +
visuals+
music+
story+
...i'm sad without Episode Two.... My overview: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=sdCkwG8dlnc

Pretty fun game, especially if you're into building train sets\/models. Despite there being no tutorial it was pretty easy to figure
out how everything works. I'm not the most creative person so I was glad to see that there were complete premade train tracks.
You can build your own train track design and then actually get to ride it and control the train in first person. Pretty cool.

I like where the game is going, hopefully a brief tutorial of some sort will be implemented down the road for newbies.. THIS
GAME WILL REQUIRE YOUR PATIENCE. IT is absolutely fantastic for $1 but you may not understand what to do at the
start. Luckly there is a "walk through" in the

I wouldn't recommend this game were it even $5 but at $1 (not even on sale) it's well worth it. Develpers please heed some
advice:
PEOPLE PLAY VR TO FEEL CONNECTED TO THE GAME WORLD: THIS GAME DOES NOT FEEL GOOD TO PLAY
WHEN YOU PICK IT UP.

CONS
1. The gun is the wimpiest gun I've played in a game. Please fix it. Doesn't have to be a cannon but this is ridiculous.
2. There is almost no reaction when you do hit an enemy. Many laser bolts hit the enemy and you have no idea until he doubles
over if your actually landing shots. Even if you don't have the budget for animations add ragdoll or even just a burst of sparks
when the laser hits the enemy to acknowledge hit detection.
3. Create a better reload animation (rather than just charging battery bars) and perhaps shorten the reload time. It's hard to
anticipate how long your gun will be down for while it recharges and a reload animation would tip that off while you wait
helplessly.
4. I found it hard to know when I was getting shot and why I wasn't shielded\/ behind cover properly.
5. Some enemies are invulnerable to lasers but you have no idea because your lasers don' t show notable hit detection on
vulnerable enemies anyway.

6. Item interaction\/ activation of consoles is way too counterintuitive. At least put a memo or actual demo video right above the
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items explaining exactly how to activate them. For much of the first half of the game It's hartd to tell if controls or glitchy or if
your just doing it wrong (they are glitchy but also hard to figure out).
7. There should be a way to go back down again (at least a short distance) to look for hidden areas and such. THere is plenty of
instruction on going up, you dont need to force the player up every single step.
8. Narrator voices are great but enemy voice acting is horrendous almost "jill sandwich" bad.

PROS:
1. This game has a great concept and great asthetic.
2. Vertical height really brings out the scope of VR
3. Very good use of room scale with dodging and ducking for cover and the teleport mechanic doesn't feel artificial.
4. Pretty decent enemy AI in shootouts, enemis use over sheilds and cover well.
5. Great ragdoll physics\/ fall deaths when enemies do go down instead of retreating though the teleport.
6. Destroyed \/ gritty world creates great atmosphere

This game has really great potential to be a very solid $5-$7 value if things were just a little smoother and intuitive. THe
asthetics and level designs are all there. Many people will quit this before really giving it a chance due to frustration which is a
real shame. It is fantastic for its current price of $1, but I would gladly pay five times that amount to see the issues improved. It
doens't appear to be early access and the devolopers havn't made it cledar what work, if any, is still planned.
. if you like historical large napoleonic battles this is a must buy. This is part of a series I'm planning to do on games with
few\/no reviews, or that have long been on my backlog, or both. If you just want pros\/cons and recommendations that might
help you figure if you enjoy it, skip to the section denoted with ~tildes.~

Are you a fan of mysteries? Who-dunnits? Horror? Interesting characters?! Well - toss your preconceptions out the window,
because like pretty shards of glass, Broken Minds is sort-of-kind-of-all-of-those-things-but-not. Confused yet? Well, as
somebody who's plumbed all the commentary and the depths of the game, hang with me - and I'll do my best to convince you
why it's worth a read!

Just one note before we begin; my playthrough lists my time as three hours; that's a thing that happens with some Ren'Py and
gamemaker games. My actual playtime was about eight\/twelve hours, and I read fast. Similarly, if you don't care for
commentary, you could probably trim it to four to six hours, depending on your reading speed.

I stumbled upon this randomly, while looking for nothing in particular. It's very rare that a game catches my interest in that
manner, let alone being one that I feel strong enough to review; and I usually keep a good eye on VN, so this one slipping by
me... It caught me off-guard, in all the best ways. Thanks, Steam recommend. You weren't entirely off-track this time!

First and foremost, what caught me was the visual style; everything in this game is aesthetically pleasing, something that only
grew with the sound design. I could take a pass if the game art was bad (it's amazing and I love the stylised designs so much), but
for me, sound and music is make-or-break, especially in VN. And the sound design in Broken Minds is perfect for creating a
sense of tension and unease.

Aesthetic and auditory decisions aren't a game, though - so what is Broken Minds, and how does it hold up as a game..?

Broken Minds is a VN about a young woman, Noa, and an increasingly bad set of three days. What happens?

Lots.
Lots happens.

Despite the somewhat dark themata, involving death, possible murder, and supernatural potential - as well as hints at other
things - the game is also rather lighthearted, enough so that I'd almost recommend it as a good all-ages intro to Detective VN...

But it really isn't a 'detective' story. Or a horror story, or a whodunnit. Broken Minds is kind of it's own thing, and that's (mostly)
a good thing. If I had to throw out a label for it, I'd call it weird detective psychological fiction... But see how that sounds? Ha!

The best part of it are the characters, all of whom are really interesting individuals, from Noa's parents, to the detective agency
themselves. In fact, this is one of the things that docked the game from being a perfect recommend for me - but more on that in
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a comment below, as it contains heavy spoilers for the game - and if you're at all piqued my review, you should definitely go in
blind.

Stealing the show, however, is Noa herself; with six different 'personalities' to play the game through, you've got a lot of content
to see in what is otherwise a fairly short game. Of course, that not be to your tastes - if you're the kind of player who gets
frustrated with repeat text in games, having to replay bits and bobs to unlock everything, even with generous skippage available,
might be a dealbreaker.

For me, though?
Challenging my wits against the detectives, realising this story wasn't that kind of story, and exercising my little grey cells -
haha, it was great!

The strongest aspect of the gameplay are the incredibly fun minigames, which also demonstrate as mini-civics(!?!) and logic
puzzles, so, uh, yay? Although they might seem confusing at first, I really recommend you give them a try - there's something
incredibly satisfying about nailing a Wheel of Fallacies spin on the first go, and the sound clip that plays when you complete
that, or Cat's Cradle... Just perfect.

My favourite, however, would have to be the Puppet Theatre. Probably one of the coolest minigames I've seen in a VN, or any
genre of game - but that's me, the puppets-and-gardening guy.
And sometimes writing.

Edit: Originally, I'd written the below. Due to the relase of two EXCEPTIONAL light novels to all owners of the game, I
can say that my strong recommend became even stronger. Please take that into consideration.

What keeps the game from being a recommend to even non-genre fans, newbies, or anyone is that the endings are a bit weak;
though I enjoyed the differences between them, four endings X six personalities, plus some... Other stuff, it can be a bit
daunting. While I'd happily play through such a setup again, I think that a potential sequal could benefit from fewer, more
linear paths with more frequent, if 'purposesless' - meaning just for flavour - decisions\/endings.

Similarly, I felt that the 'true' endings were somewhat opaque and disappointing - so much that I would've probably
mentioned a wish for the 'uncertain' category... If it weren't for the potential of a sequal.

I honestly believe the threads left unanswered and the characters introduced here would mark this as a fine start to an
incredible series, and it's that which swayed me back to a strong recommendation.
Why?

Because I had fun; the characters and the writing and atmosphere were all great, and with the added bonus of commentary,
I felt like I got to have a pleasant conversation with the author. As a bonus, I was playing this in the dark, with bags under
my eyes, while eating my own crummy knock-off mapo tofu. And if that isn't the full mysterious detective experience, I don't
know what is, ahahaha!

So let's go over the pros and cons, starting with the cons, as is customary for me.

~Cons~

* Game length can be a bit short; I view this as a plus, especially because there's \/so much\/ optional content. Your mileage
may vary.
* Depending on your own personality, some or all of the endings may leave a bitter taste in your mouth. This may, or may
not, be improved by the many hints towards a sequal.
* Those are it, really. The only reason the latter one affected me so strongly is related to a positive, presented below. Oh, but I
did get a call error for the logic train IPII? That's - that's it, really.

~Pros~

* Really great characters; everyone feels interesting, and like they're just a few secrets ahead of you, including the narrator,
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Noa!
* Amazing aesthetic and audio style; the atmosphere is as much a character as anyone else.
* 99% of the story is fantastic, and you might not even mind that 1% that stuck in my craw!
* It's not just a VN, but fun to play; the mini-games and personality 'quirks' make the entire experience something else.
* Special bonus point: Reiwa is the best and I somehow feel we've met before? And like I could read an entire spin-off story
about her that isn't related to anything?

~In closing~

Noa's parents may have slain me with the sad circumstances of their role in the plot, and Karashi - sorry, Takuma's -
corpsing had me laughing at this and that, mostly his cheerful face, but like Ume I'm plum out of reasons to stop. Yuzuki's
personality had me over the moon, and I loved all of Noa's personalities - because the dark humour of the game was (mostly)
right up my alley.

Though I'll wax on a bit about this and that sticking point below (edit: I would, but steam character limit is a pain. Poke me
if you want more detailed thoughts, I guess?), I'd strongly recommend Broken Minds to curious new fans of VN, detective
works, or 'spooky occult mystery horror stuff' - because, although it's kind of it's own thing, I think it succeeds because of
that; and I was really glad for the chance to play through it.

Just - don't eat chocolates you find in ornamental ponds, okay?!. Conventillo has a pretty ugly graphical glitch on MacOS,
making it unusable. Unless you don't care about your city looking like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, that is.

So don't buy it.. Absolutely amazing, one of the best RpgMaker Games out there.

lots of systems like treasure hunting,fishing,arena,hunters guild,crafting, an unique leveling system which allows you to to
assign your stats as you level up(instead of getting auto stats on everything),unique classes that do specific actions like taking
shortcuts,stealing from the town without getting into trouble and tamming choc- *cough*moas. oh did i mention that you
begin with a full party? straight to the meat.

this game has a lot of content for its price.

if you love JRPGS, like your final fantasies you'll love Last Dream.
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If you came for the letters, find a different game, that won't hurt your reputation.
If you came for boobs, just go to the internet.. Metal as ♥♥♥♥ looks normal from the outside plain, however once you take a
peek inside you can very clearly see that the Dev. likes to do different things that some how feel familiar. Taking classic tropes
and spinning them in a bizarre and humourous way to suit a whole new need!

At first i felt like the game was dragging in the first bit but as the game evolved and new elements from each party member
we're added i realized there was a bigger picture here. it's very clear that CrankageGames is an old school RPG fan but their
take on it still feels refreshing as adding in a bold 2 skill points pool system for their skills and spells pays off for both strategy
and variety. Making it just mashing attack as a command not viable in almost any situation( a mark most rpgs fail to hit).
More so, the dialogue is explicitly crafted ( and explicit!) for humor, and while as an adult my subconscious wants me to ignore
it as juvenile potty humour, it is far to clever to ignore!

as with any product the bottom line question is " does this provide more value to me than it's cost?"

the answer is yes!

CrankageGames' Metal as ♥♥♥♥, though painfully short is worth every dime and more presented here, and i gladly look
forward to playing more titles they put out.

Simply put, well done!. Good clean puzzle platforming fun, now with co-op. It seems to have microtransactions???. I played all
4 sorcery adventures as a schoolboy in the 80's in their original book form as well as most of the other Jackson/Livingstone FF'S
at the same time and well remember how much I enjoyed them - returing to them now 3 decades later I can honestly say how
much I enjoyed playing them in modern-day computer form - it took me 5 seperate attempts to achive outright the ultimate
challenge of winning back " the crown of kings " from the archmage - the graphics are well above average and the game was
very challenging - the only criticism I would make is that it was too tempting and too easy
to rewind if you took a wrong turn or direction - which applies to the series as a whole - other than that a big thumbs up. 174 is
the score to beat!
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